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Why speed recovery?

wildfire can cause extensive damage to 
natural resources
intense burns remove the vegetation that 
hold soils to hillsides resulting in erosion 
and sedimentation

exposed riparian soils



Why speed recovery?
sediment from fires can 
smother spawning grounds, 
cover aquatic insects, and fill 
pools needed by fish for hiding 
and rearing 
sediment can directly affect 
fish by clogging their gills 
resulting in death or making it 
not possible for them to feed

fish need clean water to live



Why speed recovery?
tree roots are critical for 
retaining bank and channel 
stability 
when burned they are slow to 
recover

bank trees provide channel and bank stability



Factors affecting recovery?
the speed at which a burned stand 
recovers is dependant on factors such as: 
1. how seriously the trees are burned -
the ability of a tree to withstand fire 
damage varies with bark thickness, 
rooting depth, degree of scorch, whether 
conifer or deciduous
2. method of re-establishment - conifers 
re-generate from seed that is produced 
every 2 to 6 years depending on species 
of tree; deciduous trees like birch and 
aspen throw seeds annually and can re-
generate from basal sprouts or root 
sprouts depending on species of tree
3. The condition of the seed bed is an 
important factor as is amount of 
moisture

birch sprouts



Is Restoration Needed?
the answer to this question is 
determined after completing a 
riparian assessment and is 
based on whether vegetation 
management is necessary or 
can speed recovery

assessment procedures 
are outlined in 
standards contained in 
the field guide 
established by Koning, 
C.W.(ed.) and others in 
1999



A Riparian Prescription
the product of a riparian 
assessment is a set of 
recommendations on how and 
where restoration should be 
done 
several tools help in 
developing and rationalizing 
the treatments and techniques 
that apply
riparian restoration in BC is 
still new and techniques 
evolving; it only began in 
1997-1998



Assessment Tools

essential guides are the “Field 
Guides for Site Interpretation”. 
These guides provide keys for 
determining what trees are 
suitable for use in restoration
Bancroft and Zielke (2002) 
provide another useful guide, but 
best suited for coast stands
professional interpretation and 
prescription is required for all 
restoration works



Assessment Procedure (Step 1)
a riparian assessment is 
completed in several steps
the first step is completed in the 
office and done by examining 
aerial photographs of the area
using aerial photographs 
vegetation units are mapped
areas of similar riparian 
vegetation type (RVT) are 
identified
unit areas are referred to as 
polygons and each given a 
unique number

1 2

3

in the example above, polygons are based on the 
intensity of the burn and where re-vegetation is 
proposed



Assessment Procedure (Step 2)
Step 2 entails field work
sites are examined and 
determinations made as to the need 
for restoration  
preliminary maps are checked and 
revised using the ground survey and 
aerial over-flights of the area
the survey team gathers information 
rationalizing the need for treatment 
and begin selecting the appropriate 
treatment for the site
treatments may or may not be 
finalized depending on the complexity 
of the site

vegetation plots provide quantitative data



Vegetation Plots (Step 2)
vegetation plots are an important tool for 
“calibrating” to site conditions and providing 
documentation on tree species, density of trees 
and other information
RAPP cards are typically used. Information fields 
are present on front and back of the cards



Riparian Restoration Techniques 
for wildfire and mountain pine beetle damaged areas

we know of no specific projects having been completed on 
restoring riparian areas damaged by mountain pine beetle or 
wildfire
in 2005, BC Parks awarded ERA several contracts to 
undertake riparian prescriptions in two BC Parks and to 
develop re-vegetation prescriptions for areas at Manning Park 
resort
the projects provided ERA and VA Poulin & Associates Ltd. an 
opportunity to consider the need for restoration in wildfire and
mountain pine beetle damaged areas and prescribe treatments
work at Manning Park included a planting trial using aspen and 
black cottonwood to meet re-vegetation needs and test suitability 
for creating shaded fuel-breaks



Nechako Canyon Protected Area
Burned June 2004
Surveyed October 2005
Fueled by mountain pine beetle killed lodgepole pine



Issues

Issues: 
Nechako Canyon Fire caused near complete loss of riparian trees.
The river is bounded by steeply terraced slopes vulnerable to soil 
erosion and slumps. The Canyon was protected through the Vanderhoof
LRMP to provide for recreation use, protection of archaeological sites 
and conservation of the Sub-Boreal Spruce dry, cool biogeoclimatic 
zone. It is home to a highly valued downstream fishery



Restoration Recommendations 
Nechako Canyon

plant white spruce and lodgepole 
pine in areas with intense burn
augment aspen re-generation 
where natural stocking is 
insufficient to establish pure 
stands
plant valley walls in riparian 
corridor to top of first primary 
terrace
use existing site trees for 
guidance on species mix and 
microsite selection
planting not recommended in 
areas containing acceptable 
densities of live treesNechako Canyon Fire



Lonesome Lake Fire
Burned June 2004
Surveyed July/October 2005
Fueled by mountain pine beetle killed lodgepole pine



Issues

Issues: 
Lonesome Lake Fire burned vast areas adjacent to the Atnarko River. BC 
Parks was concerned about extent of fire within the riparian corridor and 
risk of sedimentation from adjacent slopes. Like the Nechako River, 
Atnarko River supports a highly valued fishery



Restoration Recommendations 
Atnarko River

plant Douglas fir and Engelmann 
spruce in polygons where these 
were leading species 
plant western red cedar, spruce, 
and black cottonwood in specified 
polygons
concentrate planting within 80 -
120 m of river and work to an 
irregular boundary at toe-slope
plant in pure patches or mixes 
representative of exiting site trees
plant aspen on fresh to moist 
sites in depressions, on fans and 
near gullies passing sediment
trial use of seed for establishing  
aspen regeneration

Lonesome Lake Fire



Manning Park Resort

beetle trees felled 2004
surveyed July/October 2005



Issues:
fire management plan required removal of beetle killed lodgepole
pine from resort area and Hampton Campground
the plan recommended establishment of shaded-fuel breaks using 
deciduous trees
re-vegetation prescriptions were required for selection of tree 
species, densities and planting strategy



Manning Park Recommendations   
for the resort area

replace beetle killed pine within 
the resort grounds and at 
selected campsites using 
individual aspen and black 
cottonwood  
do not plant cottonwood near 
buildings or public use areas due 
the trees tendency to shed 
branches

landscape planting (IAc/IAt)



Manning Park Recommendations   
for the visitor center

replace beetle killed pine within 
the visitor center using aspen and 
black cottonwood planted at 
variable densities that mimic 
“aspen-parkland”  
feather plantings to maintain 
views and provide seamless 
transitions to retained conifer 
allow gaps where alpine flowers 
and shrubs have re-established 
naturally 

parkland planting (PAc/At)



Manning Park Recommendations   
shaded-fuel breaks

patches of deciduous trees grown 
specifically to help control wildfire 
are referred to as shaded fuel 
breaks
their presence reduces the risk of 
crown fires owing to low-
combustibility, shaded soils and 
reduced understory fuel
at Manning Park shaded fuel breaks 
were prescribed as a fire 
management tool
openings adjacent to conifer stands 
were prescribed for uniform planting 
using aspen and black cottonwood

fuel-break planting (FAc/At)



Manning Park Recommendations   
Hampton Campground - landscape planting (LAc/At)

numerous camp sites similar to this site were exposed to full sunlight by pine 
removal. Recommendations were to landscape plant using small numbers of 
cottonwood and aspen to provide shade



Manning Park Recommendations   
Hampton Campground - parkland planting (PAc/At)

within the primary camping 
area larger openings provided 
opportunity to add deciduous 
trees, but at densities lower 
than those prescribed for fuel 
breaks
areas such as this landing 
were prescribed for planting 
similar to that done at the 
Visitor Center



Manning Park Recommendations   
Hampton Campground - no treatment areas

not all areas were recommended for 
re-vegetation
suggestions were to retain openings 
created by log removal for use by 
wildlife and growth of forage plants
areas supporting attractive 
wildflowers were not recommended 
for replacement trees
we also recommended creating high 
stumps from pine in areas where 
foraging birds could be easily seen 
by visitors



Manning Park Planting Trial        
October 2005

4,000 trial trees were planted for 
shaded fuel break and parkland 
applications
trees were planted in different ways 
to determine if one or more planting 
methods was better

black cottonwood



Manning Park Sucker Test        
October 2005

not a formal trial, but an effort to test the 
success of inducing small diameter, poor 
formed retained aspen to throw suckers 
when cut
suckering is the primary manner by which 
aspen propagates
aspen also reproduces by seed, but this 
mechanism is not assured and needs 
testing

aspen
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